DONOR HONOR ROLL
Donations, Private Foundation Grants and Sponsorships

JANUARY 1 to DECEMBER 31, 2021

Elachee Nature Science Center has made every effort to accurately reflect cumulative financial contributions of $100 and more received during this reporting period.

\[\text{\#1 Elachee Annual Sponsor} \quad \text{\#\# Elachee Flights 2021 Sponsor} \quad \text{\# Elachee 2021 Program Sponsor}\]

Contributions $30,000 to $50,000
- The Chantal and Tommy Bagwell Foundation
- Cargill, Inc.
- Northside Hospital

Contributions $10,000 to $29,999
- Chattahoochee Marketing Group
- Fiefield Farms Corporation
- John & Mary Franklin Foundation
- McCormack Family Foundation
- McKibben, Steve and Gale
- New Urban Forestry
- Northeast Georgia Health System
- Tipton Construction Company

Contributions $5,000 to $9,999
- Advised Fund at the North Georgia Community Foundation
- Chattahoochee Oconee Forests Interpretive Fund at the North Georgia Community Foundation
- Dunlap, Edgar and Sarah Jackson EMC
- The Robert G. & Gloria S. Molloy Foundation at the North Georgia Community Foundation
- Ostervold, Jim and Maggie
- Virden, Scott and Scott
- Walters Management Company
- Willis Investment Counsel

Contributions $2,500 to $4,999
- Brand Properties
- Browne, Diana
- Chester, David and Gail
- Chestnut Mountain Logistics
- Downtown Drafts
- Eisner, David and Adrienne Lloyd
- Encore Elite Events/Lanier Tent Rental
- Gainesville Flooring
- Gay, Jeff and Cindy
- Horner, Jock and Joyce
- Mar-Jac Poultry, Inc.
- Roy C. Moore Foundation
- Nordhoiz, Kary and Katie
- NGCF Community Impact Fund
- Oliver, Tom and Sally
- Optimum Tooling
- Ratrow, Sylvestro and Ryan Foss
- Sommer, Eula
- Truelove, Dixie and Michael Smith
- Turner, Wood & Smith Insurance
- Wells Fargo Foundation
- Whisenhunt, Kelvin and Anu
- Estate of Philip Eugene Widmer

Contributions $1,000 to $2,499
- Armstrong, Carol Ann
- Bagwell, Emily and Ben Kastner
- Barber, Steve and Ginny
- Bart Patterson & Associates, LLC
- Bonelli, Phil and Lindsay
- Chester Family Investments
- City Garden Supply
- Raph & Mary Cleveland Foundation
- Barbara C. Cochere Chitable Fund
- Cromartie, John and Julia
- Evans, Julie
- Fockele Garden Company
- Fockele, Mark and Mildred
- Frazier, Don and Frankie
- Fritchley, Ron and Martha
- Full Media
- Georgia Power Foundation
- Gilliam, Steve and Susan
- Girardeau, John and Judy
- Hemmer, John and Jane
- Herdener, Tony and Cathy
- Hoschton Animal Hospital
- Jason P. Greenwell Construction Corp.
- Dr. Hart Joiner Endowment for Children and Youth at the North Georgia Community Foundation
- Jones, Janice
- Kilroy, Jay and Amy
- Lanier Federal Credit Union
- McDonald's, NECA Inc.
- Miles, Kelly and Mandy Smith
- Milton Martin Toyota
- The Wilbur and Helen Otey Fund at the North Georgia Community Foundation
- Peach State Bank
- Publix Supermarkets Charities
- Rhoads, Bill and Sarah
- Rives, William and Elizabeth
- Robertson, Ross and Darla
- Robinson, Bob and Kelly
- Shores, Douglas and Deborah
- Snowball, Leslee
- Stewart, Melvin & Frost LLP
- Stonepoint, LLC
- Syfan Logistics, Inc.
- Trembley, Al and Mary Beth
- Vlasz, Barbara
- Westfall, Dave and Faye
- Whitehead Die Casting
- Whitehead, R.K. and Laura
- Wood, Trey and Morgan

Contributions $500 to $999
- Bailey, Jack and Sandra
- Bell, Beth
- Beverly's Ace Hardware
- bookboxTRAVEL
- Bruner, Robert and Ruth
- Burzotta Charitable Fund
- Bush, Phil and Judy
- Calkins, Tom and Maria
- Coates, Bill
- Environmental Fund for Georgia, Inc.
- Falls, Eric and Donna
- Flowers, Tony and Susan
- Freedland, Buddy and Tina
- Gay, Dallas and Bobbie
- Hefsford, Susan
- Janqua, Lauro and Caitlin
- Left Nut Brewing Company
- Mason, Jerry
- McLendon, Scott and Sonja
- Meadows, Joe and Donna
- Montor Vanderman & Carlson
- Murray, Ama
- Nesbitt, Pete and Martha
- The Nathan-Schrage Fund at North Georgia Community Foundation
- The kinetic and Cathy Nix Fund at the North Georgia Community Foundation
- Oates, Richard and Kathy
- Pinnacle Bank
- Ruston & Company
- Sweet Home Georgia REALTY, Inc.
- Timpone, Andrea
- University of North Georgia
- Unold, Bonnie
- Williams, Lea and Claudia

Contributions $200 to $499
- Abernathy, Brad
- Acree, Jason
- Affordable Trophies
- Broussard, Babeth
- Burd, Jack and Pat
- Burgess, John and Denise
- Carmichael, Sallie
- Chalkley, Kathy
- Chippeo Woods Golf Course
- Collins, John and Ann
- Cooley, Jody and Lora
- Cox, Carlyle and Bernice
- Darden, John and Sally
- Davidson, Tim and Brook
- Duplicating Products, Inc.
- Dyamuch, Chuck and Betty
- Dyer, Larry and Marianne
- Ewing, Jim and Ellen
- FlowerBuds
- Friends of Elachee
- Glenn, Steven and Tamra
- Gohman, Carole
- Griffiths, Jack and Barbara
- Hall County Optimist Club
- Haydn, Daniel and Erin
- Jones, Johnny and Betty Gail
- Jones, Terry
- Konzenewski, Diane
- Lebor, Andrew and Juliette
- Lindke, Diana
- Mall, Tom and Mary Anne
- McClan, Garry and Margaret
- Micrye Marble Manufacturing, Inc.
- Outer, Helen and Bill Jackson
- Paul, Brandi
- Rauch, Sam and Pat
- Rives, Laura
- Roberts, Dee
- Saaret, Tom and Beulina
- Scharid, Nicholas and Tamra
- Silcox, Hal and Caroline
- Simmons, Michael and TJ
- Snows, Carol
- Stump, Trish
- The Reynolds Team
- Keller Williams Realty Atlanta Partners
- Tillison, Vincent
- Thiesing, Richard and Marian
- Whigam, Dondra
- Whiting, Adam and Mandi
- Wynn, Jack

Contributions $100 to $199
- Andrews, Shirley
- Araoz, Nikki
- Bahel, Brenda
- Baker, Billie
- Barton, Mark and Rose
- Begnaud, Scott and Anne
- Bell, Mark and Sylvia
- Bell, Robert and Sarah
- Brannon, Mel
- Brooksher, Bill and Susan
- Bruner, Nick and Amanda
- Burch, Madge
- Burkett, Bob and Jane
- Burnett, Dannella
- Calmes, Patricia
- Campbell, Dwayne
- Cannon, Sammy
- Chalcey, Kevin and Carolyn
- Clark, Charlotte N.
- Cook, Walter
- Cunningham, Lula
- Dornak Household
- Dwyer, Eleanor
- Elliott, Lewis (Tony)
- Evans, Tim and Killian Edwards
- Foote, Rick and Carolyn
- Foshee, Barbara
- Fredrickson, Tracy
- Freeman, Richard and Rosemary
- Froehlich, Lynn
- Frozen Freeze LLC
- Gaston, Tom and Sharon
- Geelin, James Alec
- Gill, Greg and Martha
- Gohman, Carole
- Greenwell, Jason and Rachel
- Grist, David and Sharon
- Hammock, Ryan
- Herington Household
- Hoecker, Nick and Aimee
- Kannapel, Henry and Cecily
- Latta, Andrew and Elizabeth
- Lee, William and Lois Kemp
- Mangalat, Dev and Sheetal
- Marler, Ron and Sharon
- McClure, Tonya
- McDonald, Frank and Shantara
- Millican, Edward
- Mitchell, Scott
- Moore, Jason and Megan
- Morris, Bill
- Morris, Robert and Catherine
- Murray, Thomas and Donna
- Neidenbach, Elizabeth
- Nesbitt, Pete and Martha
- Norton, Ryan
- Parker, Tracy and Susan
- Patterson, Carol
- Reid, Linda
- Rifenbugh, Michael and Amy
- Robinson, Ellen
- Rutzky, Ray
- Scolby, David
- Slack, William and Tennett Lee
- Smith, Brady
- Stone, Brent and Brooke
- Styling, Allison
- Taylor, Susan
- Thompson, Henry and Jackie
- Tolbert, Lindsay
- White, David and Vicki
- Williams, Josh
- Younie, Mary